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Date 31.03.2017

REPORT OF BLACK BADGE PROTEST DAY ON 27 March,2017
Friends,
In the first place , AINVSA places on record appreciation and
heartfelt thankfulness to all staff members across the country for giving
overwhelming response to our call to hold back bladge protest day on 27th
March,2017 at NVS headquarter to press for our long pending demands of
immediate implementation of 7th Pay Commission Scale in toto, pension,
hostel warden,10% special allowance to our non-teaching brethren,
nursing allowance, appointment of two staff nurses , and all other
demands contained in our previously handed over memorandum to the
Hon.Commissioner.
On 27th March,2017 at NVS Hqrs Noida, AINVSA delegates were
all set to make a hue and cry over NVS’ indifferent attitude in taking up
the staff welfare issues in true letter and spirit, right in front of the
Headquarter. But the delegates were denied entry by the security guards
as they got directions to do so, reportedly. The delegates elbowed,
coerced and entered , when they were not allowed to despite polite
requests. A bizarre scene was created there: hot words exchanged,
manhandling by the securities. The delegates did not panic and hung the
banner on the front wall of NVS Headquarter building. They sat there,
flaunting the black badges and the genuine demands of the employees on
the banner. The AINVSA delegates were only representatives of all
victims and needy JNV/NVS employees. They were threatened of dire
consequences and messages of strong action from above, aired there. But
they did not budge a bit and sat hours in the parch and scorching hot sun.
A dozens of more securities were called upon, and deployed from all
sides, to check the delegates from entering the block.
The delegates had come to convey the nation wide black badge
protests of NVS employees to expedite the implementation of 7 th pay
scale to NVS employees, and serious considerations of demands erstwhile
memorandum submitted. Nevertheless,after passage of tedious long
waiting hours the delegates received a message that they could meet the

Joint Commissioner (Admin) on the issue, which was refuted by the
delegates as they were adamant upon meeting the Hon.Commissioner
exclusively, on the issues mentioned below. Ultimately, at about 3:00
p.m or so the Hon.Commissioner relented and this paved a way for a
table-talk, emphasis, hammering of the persistent demands and a few
urgent- staff -welfare measures, by the delegates.
The following points were stressed upon vociferously by the delegates to
the Hon.Commissioner :
1. Implementation of 7 th pay commission scales, and do away with the
ratio 70:30 expenditure funda for autonomous bodies . NVS is nonproductive as far as monetary matters is concerned and, that the
P.M’s decision to exempt NVS and KVS from such conditional
sanction. That NVS ought to get 100% funding from the Central
exchequer. To which the Hon.Commissioner assured of doing the
needful and essential correspondence in this regard ,seeking 10 days
time or so. The AINVSA delegates envisaged, explicity, that NVS
employees would agitate more in numbers, in front of NVS
headquarter,on the non-implementation of the 7 th pc scales.
2. The AINVSA delegates once again stressed on the immediate
appointments of Wardens in JNVs. They cited examples of recent
suicidal and accidental death cases on the rise, in alarming
proportion.That the staff and the principals have become paranoid,
are scared of being manhandled , were under constant phobia of
becoming victims of fatal attacks and assault, of going under
departmental proceedings, police FIRs, termination and suspensions,
due to the occurrence of such suicidal /accidental deaths in the JNV
premises . The safety and security of the staff, students and the
principal was at stake in such transpired JNVs.
The delegates made it very clear that only a separate post such as a
warden to pay attention to the psychological stress of the students in
the present scenario, and their regular attendance by the wardens, was
the only solution. The subject teachers were not able to pay individual
attention to their wards’ activities due to his focus on his academic
teaching and being engaged in the academic block for different duties
and works.
A few baseless reasons were shown to be the cause of deaths in JNVs
, which was not true. The Commissioner vouched for for expediting
the urgency of the appointments of two wardens., and sought atleast

10 days time to finally state on this issue. The poor infrastructure and
the unrepaired amenities created a gloomy atmoshphere, pointed out
the delegates to the Hon.Commissioner, which could not be ignored.
The delegates then urged the Hon.Commissioner that the Principal and
the staff should not be unnecessarily harassed or penalised for any
unfortunate god-willing incidents of fate.
3. The release of Non-teaching staff transfers and the long-pending
Regional Language teachers’transfers queried upon by the AINVSA
delegates, to which the Hon.Commissioner stated that he would do his
level best to release it in the month of April, and if possible from 1 st
April the non-teaching transfers would be affected.
4. All other demands of the earlier submitted were touched upon by the
delegates and of its serious consideration by the Hon.Commissioner,
to which his honour stated that he had even been doing from his part,
but would not reveal now as it was confidential till finalised upon.

5. The meeting came to conclusion with a warm handshake and a parting
caution that if NVS fails to meet these demands within 15 days,
AINVSA would have no option but to again resort to nation wide
agitiation.
The delegates met Dr.Arun kumar M.P (Lok Sabha) , a close associate of
Hon’ble P.M Narendra Modi, and an ardent scholar and educationist
visionary who reverberated a soft corner on the plight of Navodaya
employees and that he would always be there to assist the delegates, in his
officiating capacity.
The AINVSA delegates met Sh.Ram Madhav, the National Gen.Secretary ,
B.J.P at his residence and apprised him of the NVS system and the step
motherly treatment by the Govt. He obliged the delegates by his consent to
patronize AINVSA.
AINVSA salutes Sh.Devusingh Chauhan, M.P Kheda,Gujarat: the national
patron of AINVSA
and Sh.M.K.Singh, the National working
president,AINVSA C.E.C
,who paved a way to these successful
moves..The delegation comprised of Yogendra Sharma, M.K.Singh, PK
Gupta, S.S.Nair, Gajendra Yadav, Rajbala and C.B.Trivedi . The delegates
also contacted Sh.Omkateswar Pandey,Chief Editor ANI press agency, a
close associate of Mr.M.K.Singh, to highlight the demands in the print
media

AINVSA have received pics and reports of 372 JNVs or so on the personal
‘whats app’ of the AINVSA CEC members . AINVSA thanks all the
employees and JNVs who made the Black Badge Protest day successful
and expects such cooperation in any, and all future AINVSA activities.
AINVSA looks forward to a good will, moral, and an activity-based
support and not any monetary assistance from the JNV employees
“LONG LIVE AINVSA”
Thanking you
Yours faithfully

(T P Mani)
National President AINVSA-CEC

